Researchers at the NASA Lewis Research Center are presently developing qualitative modeling techniques for c automated rocket engine diagnostics. A qualitative model of a turbopump interpropellant seal system has been created. The qualitative model describes the effects of seal failures on the system steady-state behavior. This model is able to diagnose the failure of particular seals in the system based on anomalous temperature and pressure values. The anomalous values input to the qualitative model are generated using numerical simulations. Diagnostic test cases include both single and multiple seal failures.
Introduction
Health monitoring is an active area of research for space propulsion systems. Automated diagnosis of rocket engine anomalies is one area presently being investigated. Traditionally, diagnostic algorithms have been based either on large amounts of test data, or on heuristics derived from past experience. Such techniques lack comprehensive descriptions of the physical processes which govern system behavior, and so may not be effective when unanticipated conditions arise. Diagnostic algorithms which use physical models are more effective under these circumstances. A qualitative model is a highly structured description of system behavior based on simplified first-principle physical relationships. Rather than providing precise numerical predictions of system behavior, qualitative models provide information about the state of system parameters relative to their critical operating points. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that qualitative model-based diagnostic techniques can be applied to space propulsion systems.
Qualitative models have been a subject of research in artificial intelligence for many years. They are wellsuited to automated diagnostics, and several such diagnostic applications have already been developed for mechanical and electronic systems [ 1, 2, 3] . Although they are simpler and less precise than numerical simulations, qualitative models offer a level of detail more appropriate for diagnostic reasoning. Their simplicity also means that they require less detailed design information to construct, and less computer storage and CPU-time to execute. Qualitative models offer highly structured descriptions of system behavior. This helps to ensure a complete representation, which is often difficult to attain using expert systems. The structure of the models also makes them easier to maintain and modify than expert systems.
A component-based modeling approach has many advantages for diagnosis of space propulsion systems. Using this approach, system models are created by connecting discrete models of their components. The model structure therefore parallels the system's physical configuration, offering the user an intuitive method for model construction [4] . The component-based approach also facilitates diagnosis because system anomalies are typically the result of failure for a specific component. A number of different techniques for model solution are available. The solution method developed by Kuipers [S] has been used here because it allows a flexible level of modeling detail. The study discussed in this paper is part of an effort to provide an advanced qualitative modeling capability for rocket engine diagnostic applications. In this study, a qualitative model has been created for the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HPOTP) interpropellant seal package.
This model has been used to successfully diagnose single and multiple seal failures based on pressure and temperature data produced by numerical simulations. These results demonstrate the applicability of qualitative models to automated rocket engine diagnostics.
The theoretical basis for qualitative model-based diagnostics is presented here as technical background. The derivation of the qualitative model for the HPOTP seal system is then discussed, followed by the results of several diagnostic test cases. This cval set specifies that when the flow1 is at its 'flow l-high' landmark and flow2 is at its 'flow2-nom' landmark, then flow3 should be at its 'fiow3-high landmark.
Detailed corresponding value sets for each constraint reduce the amount of ambiguity in the model, thereby providing more precise solutions. Cvals distinguish between linear and quadratic proportionalities, for example. Corresponding value sets can be developed heuristically or from numerical data. The quantity spaces that are derived from intuitive knowledge of the system are typically coarser than those derived using data: however, useful information regarding nominal and anomalous system behavior is still provided. Such a capability is especially critical when considering a conceptual system or one for which limited data are available.
For any given physical system, multiple qualitative models may exist, each valid for a particular operating regime and each having its own quantity space, constraints and corresponding value sets. A diagnostic program capable of providing coverage of propulsion systems under all operating conditions (start-up, throttling, shut-down,etc.) must include a mechanism for switching between models as the operating regime changes.
The solution of a qualitative model is the determination of a set of parameter values which satisfy all model constraints and which are consistent with the model inputs. The solution process described in this paper was developed by Kuipers [3, 7, 8] . Multiple landmarks and cval sets may be defined, allowing a flexible level of modeling detail. Each parameter value consists of its qualitative magnitude and time derivative. The models developed for this study involve only steady-state behavior, and therefore only pararneter magnitudes are used. Although parameter values are specific to the system being modeled and the precision of the model, a generic solver applicable to any system is desired. This is achieved by solving constraints about each of the corresponding value sets and merging the results.
To illustrate the process, consider the solution of a single constraint with one corresponding vaiue set. In general, more than one solution may exist for the constraint. Input to the model (from user or from sensors) specifies the values of some parameters; those not specified will originally be assigned to have all values in their respective quantity spaces. All possible parameter values are assembled into a set of candidate solutions for the constraint. These candidate solutions are evaluated using the constraints, and only solutions which are consistent with the model and with the input values are retained. In order to apply the generic solver, candidate solutions are reduced to a generalized form by comparing them with the corresponding values. The generalized values that a parameter may have are (>) (solution is greater than cval), (=) (solution is equal to cval), or (<) (solution is less than cval). This qualitative solver can be used in fault detection and diagnostic applications. Given a set of input data for the system and using a nominal qualitative model, an anomaly is indicated if the solver is unable to find any consistent solutions. In order to isolate the sources of the anomalous data, an algorithm systematically 'suspends' the constraints on system parameters until it isolates those which, if eliminated, produce a solution consistent with the anomalous input data. The components governed by the isolated constraints are thereby determined to be possible sources of the anomaly. The range of output parameter values allowed by the constraint suspension may also provide information regarding the nature and extent of the component failure [ 1, 8] .
Generating the Qualitative Model of the IPS
In this study, a simplified High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HPOTP) interpropellant seal (IPS) package was selected for qualitative modeling; a schematic of the modeled system is given in Figure 2 . A helium purge and a series of annular seals and drain lines are used to prevent the mixing of gaseous oxygen and fuel-rich combustion products. The modeled system differs from the actual system in that an annular seal, seal 1, has been used to approximate the labyrinth seal. The slinger seal which gasifies the leakage from the bearing coolant flow is not modeled. Thus, the inlet to the qualitative model is the gaseous oxygen downstream of the slinger. The seal system was chosen because of its importance during both SSME ground test firings and flight and because of the emphasis placed on the IPS during post-test diagnostic evaluations [9] . Two of the five parameters monitored by the SSME flight redlinelimit system are associated with the interpropellant seal system [ 101.
In developing the qualitative models of the IPS, the following fust-principle equations provided the starting point for the qualitative constraints: These quantitative relationships are transformed into qualitative constraints by eliminating constants, and by partitioning the equations into qualitative constraints representing relationships between two or three variables only. Finally, knowledge of the system's operation, and hence the relationships among the modeled parameters, suggests certain simplifications. These simplifications reduce the complexity of the qualitative model and facilitate the solution process but preserve all of the important qualitative characteristics of the original quantitative relationships. For example, although the velocity term in the mass flow equation is proportional to the pressure drop across the vent or seal, it can be adequately approximated by the source pressure alone. This is possible because, in the IPS, the source pressure is much greater than the discharge pressure in all cases. Equation (1) above therefore simplifies to the following qualitative constraint:
(4) flow = Cseal * P~~urce where C is the seal's clearance with shaft.
All non-linearities are defined using corresponding values, only linear terms appear in the constraints themselves. The final constraints for all of the seals, vents and cavities are given in Appendix A.
In this investigation, emphasis has been placed on verifying the predictions of the qualitative model using numerical data. The landmark values and corresponding value sets are based on steady-state numerical simulations of individual seal failures [ 111. The failure scenario of seal wear is simulated as an increase in the clearance between the shaft and seal. Two failure simulations have been run for each of the five seals. For each seal, the clearance is increased by 50 % from nominal in one case, and by 300 % from nominal in the other. From the results of the simulations, distinct landmark values have been identified for each parameter in the qualitative model. Each failure scenario also defines the corresponding value sets for the constraints. Referring to Figure 2 , for example, the constraint linking cl, p0, and fO1 has only two failure scenarios and so there are only three corresponding values (including the nominal case). They are (clnom pOnom f0lnom) (clh pOnom fOlh1) (clvh pOnom fOlh2 )
The quantity spaces for all variables and their associated numerical values are given in Table 1 . The corresponding value sets for each constraint are given in the model description in Appendix A.
Results and Discussion
In order to validate the qualitative model, several diagnostic test cases have been simulated using the numerical model described above. The test cases represent simultaneous failure of multiple seals, as described in Table 2 . In the diagnostic scenarios, pressure and temperature data from the simulations are reduced to qualitative values by comparing them with the landmark thresholds of each parameter ( Table 1 ).
The qualitative values are then input to the qualitative model for diagnostic evaluation.
A slightly unconventional approach to constraint suspension has been used for fault diagnosis in this study. Rather than suspending equations in the model, this approach suspends the requirement that all seal clearances be nominal (a different form of constraint). During the fault isolation process, all seal clearance values are set to nominal except those which are being hypothesized as the fault sources. The suspect seal clearances are not set but are allowed to 'float'; these clearances are calculated by the solver. If off-nominal clearance values are found which are consistent with the input, those seals being floated represent a possible source of the anomaly. Furthermore, the off-nominal clearance values give information about the degree of seal degradation present.
Consider test case 1 as described in Table 2 , for example. System pressures and temperatures have been set to values derived from the simulation of a 50 % increase in both cl and c2. In this case, no single-seal failure hypothesis produces a solution consistent with the model input. In fact, seals 1 and 2 form the only combination of two seals which, when floated simultaneously, produce a consistent solution. The model therefore correctly isolates seals 1 and 2 as the sources of the anomaly. The precision of the clearance estimates for cl and c2 reflect the level of detail given in the model landmarks and corresponding values. Table 2 summarizes the results of the diagnostic test cases. In each case, the qualitative model correctly isolates the anomalous seals and their approximate clearance changes. The model is therefore capable of isolating multiple seal failures even though it is constructed using only data from individual seal failures.
This study demonstrates the successful application of qualitative modeling techniques to a highly interconnected non-linear system. This demonstration therefore suggests that qualitative models are more broadly applicable to rocket engine components and systems in general. Qualitative models for valves, pumps, turbines and combustors can be created and linked to represent entire engine systems. Such models may enable the development of practical model-based control and condition monitoring systems for rocket engines. This capability could be applied to groundbased pre-flight check-out and post-flight analysis, and to on-board monitoring and control.
Summarv References
Diagnostic reasoning using qualitative models offers several advantages over more conventional techniques such as numerical models, and expert systems. Qualitative models are simpler than numerical models and offer a more complete system representation than expert systems. Their diagnostic capability has been demonstrated here by applying qualitative modeling techniques to the SSME HPGTP interpropellant seal system. Miscellaneous variables used as place holders,etc. fdiffl = difference between flows fO1 and f21. fdiff3 = difference between flows f43 and f23. prhol = related to pressure times density in cavity 1. prho3 = related to pressure times density in cavity 3.
